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Abstract—A 118.4 GB/s multi-casting network-on-chip
(MC-NoC) is proposed as communication platform for a real-time
object recognition processor. For application-specific NoC de-
sign, target traffic patterns are elaborately analyzed. Through
topology exploration, we derive a hierarchical star and ring
(HS-R) combined architecture for low latency and inter-processor
communication. Multi-casting protocol and router are developed
to accelerate one-to-many (1-to-N) data transactions. With these
two main features, the proposed MC-NoC reduces data transac-
tion time and energy consumption for the target object recognition
traffic by 20% and 23%, respectively. The 350 k MC-NoC fabri-
cated in a 0.13 m CMOS process consumes 48 mW at 400 MHz,
1.2 V.

Index Terms—Hierarchical star-ring combined topology, multi-
casting, network-on-chip, object recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S THE semiconductor technology scales down and the
number of intellectual properties (IPs) on a single chip

increases, communication among the IP blocks becomes a crit-
ical problem in system-on-chip (SoC) design. Conventional bus
based communication architecture cannot continue to scale due
to long signal propagation delay, lack of bandwidth, and large
power consumption [1]. As an alternative, network-on-chip
(NoC) that brings networking theories and methods to on-chip
communication becomes a promising architecture with better
performance and scalability than bus [1]–[4]. Recently, it is
quickly replacing the conventional bus based communication
platforms especially in multi-core based SoCs [5]–[7].

On the other hand, object recognition identifying database
objects out of the input image is an essential technology for
artificial vision applications such as face detection, auto-nav-
igated vehicles, mobile intelligent robots, and surveillance
systems [8], [9]. Since these applications have to seamlessly
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interact with output environments received from the video
camera, real-time object recognition over 30 frame/sec (fps) is
demanded. However, the object recognition process includes
lots of computationally intensive image processing tasks such
as image filtering, histogram, and database matching, so that
most of recognition processors [10]–[14] adopt a multi-core ap-
proach to meet their real-time requirement. As communication
architecture, they employ NoC in order to incorporate multiple
IP blocks as well as satisfy their data bandwidth requirements.
Among these NoCs, the two primitive ones [10], [11] just
provide a simple connectivity to their several IPs without any
consideration of specific data transactions. However, as the
applied recognition algorithms get complicated and the number
of IP blocks increases over ten [12]–[14], the processor’s
communication requirements becomes challengeable to satisfy.
Whether the NoC solves communication requirements of the
processor or not can affect the overall system performance.
The memory centric NoC [15] of 81.6GOPS object recognition
processor [12] supports data synchronization management and
maximum search function among the IP blocks for real-time
object recognition feature extraction based on scale invariant
feature transform (SIFT) algorithm [9]. As a result, the pro-
cessor achieves 16 fps object feature extraction for QVGA
(320 240) video images. In a real-time object recognition
processor [13], the dynamically reconfigurable NoC [16] is
proposed for processor’s SIMD/MIMD mixed mode operation.
With a low latency crossbar switch containing image-express
channel, the proposed NoC enables 22 fps object recognition
for QVGA video images.

In this paper, we describe an application-specific NoC named
multi-casting NoC (MC-NoC) to enable 60 fps object recog-
nition at VGA (640 480) screen resolution [14]. Through
elaborate traffic analysis and topology exploration, we derive
its two main features: a hierarchical star and ring combined
topology and broad/multi-casting capability. The hierarchical
star and ring combined topology proposed for low latency data
transfer and fast inter-processor data communication results in
total 118.4 GB/s bandwidth with less than 3 switch hopping la-
tency. For multi-casting implementation, a simple multi-casting
protocol is proposed with the designated source and destination
IPs while cost efficient network switch is developed for it. As a
result, the proposed MC-NoC accelerates data communication
by 20% as well as reduces energy consumption by 23% under
the target object recognition traffic.

0018-9200/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed object recognition processor. (b) Major data transactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II ana-
lyzes traffic patterns of the target object recognition processor to
derive its communication requirements. Based on these, Section
III proposes the MC-NoC’s hierarchical star and ring combined
architecture via topology exploration. Section IV describes its
wormhole routing based multi-casting protocol. Then, Section
V describes detailed component design of the MC-NoC. After
Section VI shows the chip implementation results, Section VI
summarizes the paper.

II. OBJECT RECOGNITION PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE AND

DATA TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed object
recognition processor [13] with its memory architecture and
major data transactions. The proposed processor is developed
with the target of 60 fps object recognition at VGA (640 480)
video resolution for mobile robot applications. It consists of 21
IP blocks operating at 200 MHz frequency: a neural perception
engine (NPE), a task manager (TM), 16 SIMD processor units
(SPUs), a decision processor (DP), and two external interfaces.
These 21 IPs are fully connected through a NoC whose op-
erating frequency is twice the IP’s, 400 MHz. Different from
previous object recognition processors, the proposed processor
divides the object recognition into three functional stages
[17]: a visual perception (VP) computing regions-of-interest
(ROIs) out of an input image, a main image processing (MIP)
extracting local key-point vectors out of the tiled ROI area, and
a post database matching (PDM) performing matching of the
key-point vectors with a trained database for final decision.
The NPE, 16 SPUs, DP are proposed for the three stages,
respectively, while the TM is proposed to manage the ROI tasks
of the 16 SPUs. In this object recognition processor, distributed
memory architecture is adopted with two 200 MHz SRAM
devices in off-chip domain. The NPE containing instruction
and data cache initializes program codes of the other modules
and then, each module utilizes its own local memory for inter-
mediate data store when it performs the assigned tasks. Because
every memory module is mapped to 32-bit address space in
the top level, each IP can access any other memory modules in
other IPs and two external ones through a fully interconnected

NoC. With stream processing model [18], each IP minimizes
external memory usage.

Fig. 1(b) shows major data transactions of the proposed pro-
cessor. Three object recognition stages are mapped to a NPE, 16
SPUs, a DP, respectively, and are executed in the pipeline where
the pipelined data are ROI tiles and key-point vectors between
the first/second stage and second/third stage, respectively. The
NPE sends the information of ROI tiles to the message FIFO
in TM to make the TM assign them to 16 SPUs while the 16
SPUs store the resulting key-point vectors to the memory buffer
in the DP. Due to the pipelined operation, lots of data trans-
actions seamlessly occur among the IP blocks throughout the
processing time. Under this condition, the NoC should provide
both sufficient data bandwidth and low latency transfer to enable
the processor’s target 60 fps processing at VGA video resolu-
tion. Major data transactions are as follows. At the VP stage,
the NPE distributes 0.8 Mb of instruction kernels to 16 SPUs.
The TM, in between the NPE and 16 SPUs, assigns the deliv-
ered ROI tiles to the 16 SPUs and manage their task threads.
In this process, the TM transfers 2 Mb of image pixel data to
16 SPUs each frame. In the MIP stage, the 16 SPUs perform
the feature description algorithm to generate key-point vectors
out of the selected ROI tiles. While running the algorithm, the
multiple SPUs communicate 200 Kb intermediate data them-
selves and transfer 100 Kb key-point vectors to the DP each
frame. In the PDM stage, the DP performs vector matching for
the aggregated key-point vectors with a trained object database.
From the three stages, each IP block requests 1 Mb raw image
and intermediate data transactions with external memories each
frame. Table I summarizes detailed traffic characteristics in the
proposed processor.

Based on the obtained traffic patterns, we derived the fol-
lowing five NoC requirements for real-time object recognition.
First of all, regardless of traffic patterns, low latency data
transaction is required for real-time processing. Because every
IP block of the proposed processor performs in-order pro-
cessing, long data latency for read operations can seriously
affect the overall performance. Second, 1-to-N data transac-
tions are frequently used from the NPE/TM to 16 SPUs, e.
g., when the NPE/TM distribute instruction kernels, ROI tile
tasks, and image data to 16 SPUs. To accelerate these data
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TABLE I
DETAILED TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 2. Application specific NoC requirements.

transactions, broad- and multi-casting capability is demanded
in the NoC. Third, sufficient communication channels are
required among the SPUs for their co-processing. To this end,
a suitable NoC topology should be investigated. Fourth, N-to-1
data transactions are required for the aggregation of vector
packets from 16 SPUs to a DP. An additional output port is
needed to DP to handle this problem. Lastly, the NoC should
provide a multi-clocking environment for the overall SoC to
allow each IP to use a preferable clock frequency. To this end,
every interfacing region between the NoC and the IP blocks
should have data synchronization function to traverse between
heterogeneous clock domains. Fig. 2 summarizes the five
application-specific NoC requirements of the proposed object
recognition processor.

III. HIERARCHICAL STAR AND RING COMBINED TOPOLOGY

A. Topology Exploration

In the design of a NoC, topology selection deciding the struc-
tural organization of network switches is a primary concern. By
the topology, not only the performance of NoC such as average
latency and total bandwidth but also the implementation cost is
roughly determined. To find out the most suitable NoC topology
for the target object recognition, we choose four topologies de-
picted in Fig. 3: mesh [5], [6], hierarchical star [3], [4], [19],
ring [7], and proposed hierarchical star-ring (HS-R) combined
topology. The mesh topology has strength in regularity and scal-
ability, but it is not good in terms of cost efficiency because each

IP requires its own network switch. On the other hand, the hier-
archical star topology is a cost efficient solution based on its tree
structure that results in low latency data communication. How-
ever, the problem is that significant traffic workloads aggregate
to network switches in higher level. The ring topology also has
good cost efficiency, however, its long hopping latency cannot
continue scaling to many-core era containing tens of IPs. The
proposed HS-R topology combines the hierarchical star and ring
topology for short latency data transmission and inter-processor
data communication, respectively. Based on the hierarchical star
networks, it adds ring networks to achieve shorter hopping la-
tency as well as to mitigate workload aggregation to higher level
network switches. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the con-
ventional hierarchical star and proposed HS-R topology where
the number of IPs and network hierarchies scale to 64 and 3,
respectively. Different from the hierarchical star topology, the
HS-R topology additionally interconnects the switches in the
same network hierarchy with the ring topology. In this diagram,
the number in each IP box and grouped IPs by the distance level
means the switch hopping latency from the start IP and the set
of IPs having the same hopping latency from the start IP , re-
spectively. The additional ring networks of the HS-R topology
reduce the hopping latency from the start IP by 1 when it ac-
cesses the IPs belongs to the neighbor clusters of each same dis-
tance group. As shown in Fig. 4, half of the overall IPs colored
in dark gray are benefited by the HS-R topology.

To evaluate the performance of above four topologies under
target application traffic, we made a cycle accurate NoC simu-
lator broadly consisting of traffic model library and NoC model
library, as shown in Fig. 5. The traffic model library contains
synthetic traffic patterns and traffic generating subjects such
as real IP’s instruction set simulator and traffic generator. The
traffic generator can generate some typical traffic patterns as
well as arbitrary ones by reading a traffic description file (TDF)
that compiles the time and data of each data transaction event.
On the other hand, the NoC model library contains building
components of NoC such as a network switch, communication
socket, and network wrapper. We use transaction level mod-
eling (TLM) [20] in the NoC model library. Because the TLM
operates based on the existence of transactions, it is good to
integrate various IP blocks modeled with different abstraction
levels. In addition, its event driven characteristic is beneficial
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Fig. 3. NoC topologies. (a) Mesh; (b) H-star; (c) ring; (d) H-star + ring.

Fig. 4. Comparison between hierarchical star and proposed hierarchical star–ring combined topology.

Fig. 5. NoC simulation framework.

for fast simulation time. A monitoring unit is included in each
network packet and switch model for packet tracing and statistic
extractions. Using these two model libraries, we can constitute
a cycle accurate NoC simulation framework. The traffic gener-
ating IP blocks are connected to the NoC using network wrapper
and TLM socket interface, while the NoC topology is built by a
link description file (LDF) that describes the connection status
of whole network switches.

Using the implemented NoC framework, we measured the
average latency, bandwidth utilization, and implementation
cost of the four NoC topologies when the target three-stage
object recognition algorithm runs for several VGA (640 480
pixels) input images. Average 56.49 s is spent by the simulator

to process a single VGA image. In this experiment, cycle
accurate models are used for the TM, 16 SPUs, and DP while
a functional model is used for the NPE. The bandwidth utiliza-
tion is calculated by dividing the overall amount of packet data
through every network switch by the maximum total bandwidth
of every switch. The cost of the NoC topology is measured by
the amount of employed network switches and interconnecting
wires. Assuming every network switch is square (same input
and output port number, e. g., 5 5, 6 6, and 7 7), the
implementation costs of a network switch itself and the wires
from it are proportional to the number of input ports. Therefore,
the implementation cost of the overall NoC can be represented
by following equation where , , means the cost of a 1
1 sized switch, the cost of a single wire in average length, and
the data bit-width of each port.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental results. The implementation
cost is represented by the total number of input ports from all
switches, a normalized value with the unit cost of a switch
and wires per port. For latency, the hierarchical star and HS-R
topology show better performances than the mesh and ring
topology because their tree-like structure logarithmically re-
duces the switch hopping number to access other IP blocks. The
HS-R topology further reduces the latency from the hierarchical
star topology by accelerating inter-processor communication
via supplemented ring networks. For bandwidth utilization,
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Fig. 6. Topology exploration results.

Fig. 7. MC-NoC architecture.

the mesh topology is the lowest among the four topologies
because it has the largest maximum total bandwidth due to its
abundant network switches and links. However they also bring
the most expensive implementation cost to mesh topology.
For implementation cost, the hierarchical star and HS-R show
good efficiency. In conclusion, mesh is not a suitable topology
for the target traffic because it does not show better latency
performance than the others even it requires larger implemen-
tation cost. The ring topology seems to be the worst among the
four topologies. This is because its expected switch hopping
number becomes too large in these 21 IP SoC. For smaller sized
SoCs, the ring topology can be a good solution with its low
cost interconnection. We can decide that the proposed HS-R
topology is the most suitable topology for the target traffic with
the lowest data latency and supplemented data bandwidth for
inter-processor communication.

B. MC-NoC Architecture

Fig. 7 shows the overall architecture of the proposed
MC-NoC consisting of a 9 10 system network switch and
four 7 7 local network switches. The 16 SPUs are connected
to the system network through the four local network switches
while the rest of IP blocks such as the NPE, TM, DP, and two
external interfaces are directly connected to the system net-
work switch. As decided in the previous section, the MC-NoC
exploits the HS-R combined topology. It adopts a hierarchical
star topology as a basic starting topology for low latency data

communication, and then, supplements a ring topology to the
local networks for high speed inter-SPU data transactions. The
additional ring networks of the combined topology provide a
maximum bandwidth of GB/s links input ports

output ports byte MHz, assuming all physical
channels transfer data) between the local networks, and allow
each SPU to access the other SPUs in neighbor local networks
in two switch hops without accessing the system network.
In addition, for N-to-1 data transactions, the output port of
the DP is modified to a dual port. One of them is dedicated
to key-point vector packet aggregation from the 16 SPUs.
In overall, the topology combined MC-NoC provides overall

GB/s input ports output ports input ports
output ports byte MHz total bandwidth with the

switch hopping latency of less than 3.

IV. MULTI-CAST PROTOCOL

Multi-casting transmitting the same packet to multiple des-
tinations [21] is an effect method when a single source wants
to send the identical packets to multiple destinations. It is also
very useful for the 1-to-N data requirements of the proposed
processor such as program code distribution and image data
download. However, multi-casting operation in NoC can cost a
lot because protocol, routing, and network switch design should
be redesigned. In this chapter, we present a cost efficient multi-
casting protocol and implementation in the proposed MC-NoC
based on the fact that the multi-casting source and destination
IP are already determined.

Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the network switch con-
sisting of input ports containing queuing buffer, output arbiters,
crossbar switch, and output ports. It uses a wormhole routing
protocol that controls the packet operation in a smaller flow con-
trol unit (flits) to reduce the size of input buffer. To achieve high
throughput, the network switch performs a packet transmission
with four pipeline stages. First, the incoming packet is buffered
at the input port in a flit unit. Then, each input port sends re-
quest and obtain grant to/from the output arbiter. After getting
a grant, the packet traverses the crossbar switch. To prevent the
packet loss, the network switch uses a credit based back pressure
scheme [22] that controls the flits in the router by the congested
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Fig. 8. Network switch block diagram.

Fig. 9. Packet format of MC-NoC.

status of receiver side. For multi-casting operation, it uses a syn-
chronous method [23] that transmits the packet to the multiple
output ports at the same time. By eliminating packet retransmis-
sion, it can achieve simpler routing algorithm as well as higher
energy efficiency than asynchronous method.

Fig. 9 shows the detailed packet format of the MC-NoC. It
consists of three flit types—header, address, and data—while
each contains 34-bit information including 2-bit type identifier.
The flit is efficiently controlled by 2-bit flow control signals,
valid and back pressure hold signal.

The header flit contains all information of the packet such
as read/write, 4-bit burst length, 2-bit priority level, and 16-bit
routing information (RI). The address flit indicates the address
of the final destination IP where the data flits are read or written.
When the packet is routed in each network switch, the header filt
forwards first and the address/data flits follow after it. The burst
length information enables burst data transactions up to 8 data
flits. For this, the write burst packet sends header, address, and
multiple data flits of burst length to the target IP while the read
burst packet sends only header and address flit to get multiple
data flits of burst length from the target IP. The 2-bit priority
level indicates the priority of packet in the situation that the

network has contentions. By obtaining the arbiter’s grant ear-
lier in each network switch, the packet with the higher priority
level is more quickly routed than the packet with the normal
priority level. Lastly, the 16-bit source defined routing informa-
tion (RI) describes where the packet should be routed in each
network switch to the final destination. It allows 4 switch tra-
versals for normal packets and a multi-casting to arbitrary SPUs
for multi-casting packets. For multi-casting case, we use a bit
string encoding [24] to notify the destination SPUs. In this en-
coding, each bit of 16-bit RI corresponds to each SPU and con-
figuring a bit to 1 means the SPU is one of the multi-casting des-
tinations. Without describing detailed routing path, the 16-bit
RI efficiently implicates the multi-casting destinations out of 16
SPUs. Each network switch decodes the 16-bit multi-casting RI
to generate correct routing paths to multiple destinations.

Fig. 10 shows the decoding process of a multi-casting packet
in the MC-NoC. With a bit string encoding, the example RI
intends to send a packet to SPU 0, 2, 3, 13, and 15. To this
end, the MC-NoC adopts a hierarchical approach using its
hierarchical-star topology: the system network performs the
first multi-casting to four SPU local networks, and then, local
network perform the second multi-casting to final destination
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Fig. 10. Multi-casting process of MC-NoC.

Fig. 11. Four-stage pipelined multi-casting network switch.

SPUs. In the first multi-casting, the system network sends the
packet to the local networks containing at least one destination
SPU. The destination local networks can be identified by
performing OR operation on each of four 4-bit RI segments. In
the second multi-casting, each destination local network sends
a packet to destination SPUs according to corresponding 4-bit
RI segment. Through this two step multi-casting, the packet
correctly arrives at the destination SPUs. Different from the
mesh based NoC should consider the optimized multi-cast
routes out of lots of possible candidates, the hierarchical star
based MC-NoC can perform the hierarchical and deterministic
multi-cast routing because its upper level network switches
interconnect all of the lower level network switches. This
hierarchical multi-casting method can be expanded to larger
MC-NoCs having hierarchies more than two.

V. DETAILED MC-NOC DESIGN

In this Section, we discuss real implementation of MC-NoC.
The MC-NoC has three design issues to address. First, each
network switch should be able to perform multi-casting for

overall multi-casting capability. Second, the interface between
the MC-NoC and IP blocks can convert the heterogeneous
clock domains for multi-clocking SoC platform. Third, the
MC-NoC should operate with low power consumption for low
overhead interconnection platform.

A. Multi-Casting Network Switch

Fig. 11 depicts the block diagram of multi-casting network
switch composed of input ports, output arbiters, crossbar fabric,
and output ports. It performs packet transmission with four
pipelined stages. First, the incoming flits are buffered at 8-depth
32-bit first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue containing synchroniza-
tion interface for the two heterogeneous clock domains. Then,
each activated input port sends a request signal to the output
arbiter to get a grant signal to traverse the crossbar fabric.
The arbiters perform round-robin scheduling with two priority
levels. After getting a grant signal, the input port sends the
packet to the destination output port through a fully connected
crossbar fabric. In case of multi-casting, the input port sends
multiple request signals to multiple output arbiters to ensure
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Fig. 12. Multi-casting port.

Fig. 13. Circuit diagram of variable strength driver.

all grant signals of desired output ports. The multi-casting
input port waits until all grant signals are returned. For this
operation, the multi-casting input port employs a multi-port
requester and grant checker shown in Fig. 12. The multi-port
requester decodes the 16-bit routing information, generates
request signals to multiple arbiters, and latches the request
signals in a 16-bit register. Meanwhile, the grant checker holds
the multi-casting packet in the FIFO queue until the received
grant signals become equal to the latched request ones. After
gathering all grant signals, the multi-casting is performed
using broad-casted wires of crossbar fabric. In case of arbitrary
destinations are blocked by some reasons, the multi-casting
port should select whether it hold the grants until to gather all
grants or withdraw the request and request later. In this design,
the multi-casting request is withdrawn when the other inputs
send requests to the output arbiters whose grants are already
captured by the multi-casting port which is waiting remaining
grants, not performing multi-casting. In the proposed processor
because the multi-casting is used in cases that the NPE performs
multi/broad-casting program code to 16 SPUs at the beginning

of the processor operation and the TM performs multi-casting
the image data to two SPUs, above conflicts in multi-casting
rarely happen and barely affect the overall performance.

To provide sufficient driving strength for variable loads in
multi-casting, we specially devise a variable strength driver
whose circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 13. It consists of three
parallel tri-state buffers whose driving forces are different to
2 , 4 , and 8 , respectively, while their output wires are
connected into a single final output to enhance the overall
circuits output driving strength. Using 3-bit control signals that
each of them decides the activation of each tri-state buffer, the
variable strength driver can dynamically configure its output
driving strength from 2 to 14 by a 2 step according to the
number of output ports of multi-casting. The table in Fig. 13
shows the operation modes of the variable strength driver by
the control signals and its energy consumptions according to
various multi-casting output loads.

B. FIFO Based Synchronization Interface

To allow the heterogeneous clock frequencies between the IPs
and MC-NoC, the first-in-first-out (FIFO) based synchroniza-
tion is performed in every input/output port of network switches
interfacing with IP blocks. Fig. 14 shows the block diagram of
FIFO based synchronization interface that exists in each input
port. It consists of an 8-depth FIFO buffer, write control block,
and read control block, which are for data storage, write and
read operation control and pointer management, respectively. A
flag detector, in between the write and read control block, gen-
erates combinational flag signals such as empty and full using
relative locations of the two pointers. When the detected empty
or full signal is used in the other clock domain for flow con-
trol signal generation like request or hold, they are synchronized
with the clock of the other domain using a pipelined synchro-
nization method [25].

C. Fine-Grained Clock Gating

For low power consumption, the MC-NoC performs a
fine-grained clock gating that activates the only required packet
routing path in each network switch. Fig. 15 shows the block
diagram of fine-grained clock gating and its operating timing
diagram. The monitor unit in each network switch detects the
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TABLE II
CHIP SUMMARY

Fig. 14. Heterogeneous clock interface.

existence of incoming flits to activate corresponding input
queuing buffers. In addition, it partially decodes the header flit
to generate the list of output ports to activate the output arbiters
and crossbar fabric. Because the proposed MC-NoC supports
multi-casting operation, the destination output ports can be
multiple. With a simple D-flip-flop chain, the activation time of
each switch component such as input queues, output arbiters,
and crossbar fabric is determined in a pipelined manner. The
activated components operate until the end of a single packet
transmission while the monitor unit is always turned on. By
controlling the activation of each switch component in cycle
level including the input buffers consuming almost 90% of
network switch power, the fine-grained clock gating can save
28% power on average.

Fig. 15. Fine grained clock gating.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the MC-NoC, we measured
the cycle count and energy consumption from gate-level sim-
ulation for the all packets transmitted during the target object
recognition algorithm is running for a single VGA (640 480)
video image. We also performed the identical experiments on
a basic hierarchical star NoC without any scheme and a HS-R
combined NoC without multi-casting capability for compar-
ison. Fig. 16 shows the cycle count and energy reduction effect
by the two main features of the MC-NoC. The HS-R combined
topology contributes to inter-SPU data communication. By
using the supplemented ring networks in inter-SPU commu-
nication, it shortens the routing path and reduces the number
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Fig. 16. MC-NoC evaluation results. (a) Cycle count. (b) Energy consumption.

Fig. 17. Chip micrograph.

of packet buffering. The multi-casting capability contributes
to program distribution and image download. By removing
retransmissions of the same packet to multiple IPs, it not only
significantly reduces the number of packet buffering but also ac-
celerates the data transactions as well. As a result, the MC-NoC
reduces the overall cycle count and energy consumption in data
communication by 20% and 23%, respectively, compared with
a basic hierarchical-star NoC.

The real-time object recognition processor with the proposed
MC-NoC is fabricated in a 0.13 m eight-metal CMOS process.
Fig. 17 shows the chip micrograph. The overall recognition
processor has 49 mm die area with 3.73 M gates while the
MC-NoC accounts for 350 k gates. The operating frequency
is 200 MHz for IP blocks and 400 MHz for MC-NoC. The
MC-NoC provides 118.4 GB/s total bandwidth (92.8 GB/s
from hierarchical star networks, 25.6 GB/s from ring networks)
at 400 MHz frequency and supports multi-casting to 16 SPUs.

The overall processor consumes 496 mW at 1.2 V while the
object recognition is running at 60 frame/sec for VGA video
input. Under this condition, the MC-NoC dissipates 48 mW,
only 9.7% of the overall processor. Table II summarizes the
chip and MC-NoC features.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A 118.4 GB/s multi-casting network-on-chip (MC-NoC) is
developed as communication platform for a real-time object
recognition processor. Through topology exploration, we de-
rive the HS-R combined topology for low latency and inter-pro-
cessor data communications. Multi-casting is supported to ac-
celerate 1-to-N data transactions. With these two main features,
the proposed MC-NoC reduces data transaction time and energy
consumption by 20% and 23%, respectively, under the target ob-
ject recognition traffic. The MC-NoC is fabricated in a 0.13 m
CMOS process in the proposed object recognition processor
while consuming 48 mW at 400 MHz, 1.2 V.
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